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An inherently “probabilistic” notion
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- Information Theory: ways to quantify information
  - Application 1: to study efficiency of communication (compression, error-correction)
  - Application 2: to study the possibility of secret communication

The latter turned out to be a relatively easy question! Secret communication possible only if (an equally long) secret key is shared ahead of time.
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Computation!

Shannon’s information may reduce uncertainty only for computationally all-powerful parties
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- A systematic study of what computationally bounded parties can and cannot do
- A young and rich field
- Much known, much more unknown
- Much “believed”
- Basis of the Modern Theory of Cryptography
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- Pseudo-random number generator
- a.k.a. Stream Cipher
- Generate a long string of random-looking bits from a short random seed
- Impossible in the information-theoretic sense
- But possible against computationally bounded players!
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“Non-Secret Encryption”

No a priori shared secrets

Instead, a public key. Anyone can create encryptions, only the creator of the key can decrypt!

Publicly verifiable digital signatures

Forms the backbone of today’s secure communication
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Office Hours: TBA